Happy New Year! Open your 2016 calendar, and let your child start off the year with some calendar-inspired math fun. Try these ideas.

**Number recognition**

Have your youngster number slips of paper 1–31 and shake them in a paper bag. Lay down the January calendar. Take turns pulling out a slip and placing it on the matching date. Ask your child to say each number as it’s placed: “This is a 7. It goes on January 7th.”

*Idea:* Have him say the day, too (“Thursday, January 7th”). He’ll learn more about how calendars are organized.

**Counting**

For this game, each player places a token on January 1. Take turns rolling a die and moving the number of squares shown. For instance, roll a 5 and move to January 6, counting as you go. The first player to reach January 31 (exactly) wins.

For extra fun, continue your game each month, and play through the whole calendar year—the first one to December 31 is the grand winner!

**Put math on the calendar**

**Addition**

Help your youngster make a large January calendar on poster board. Put it on the floor, and get two pennies. On each turn, toss the pennies, one at a time, onto the calendar. Add together the two numbers they land on. For example, roll a 5 and move to January 6, counting as you go. The first player to reach January 31 (exactly) wins.

For extra fun, continue your game each month, and play through the whole calendar year—the first one to December 31 is the grand winner!

**Shadow puppet theater**

Enjoy imaginative family fun while your youngster experiments with shadow science.

1. **Make puppets.** Draw or print out characters and props. Color them black, or glue to black paper. Cut out the silhouettes and tape to rulers or sticks.

2. **Create your theater.** Hang a white sheet from a door frame. Shine a lamp or flashlight onto the back of the sheet.

3. **Put on your show.** Turn out the room lights, and take turns working the puppets behind the curtain. Encourage your child to test the effects of the light on the shadows. She’ll learn that the closer the puppets are to the light source, the bigger the shadows are. What happens if she tilts the light source? Or if she uses a stronger or weaker light?
**Snow days**

Snowfalls are not only a chance for making snowmen and drinking hot chocolate, they’re also an opportunity for learning about measuring and melting.

**Measure.** Suggest that your child tape together markers, end to end, and stick her “marker ruler” in the snow. About how many markers high is the white stuff? Or have her stand a regular ruler or a yardstick in the snow, and help her read the exact height. Encourage her to record her measurement and compare it with later snowfalls. She’ll be able to tell you the biggest snowstorm of the season.

**Melt.** Let your youngster bring 1 cup of snow inside. Ask her to predict how long it will take to melt, and then she can time it to find out. Does the melted water fill the cup? (She’ll be surprised to find it doesn’t.) Have her experiment to see how much snow she needs to melt to make a full cup of water.

**SCIENCE LAB**

**Where did my sense of touch go?**

Wearing gloves will keep your youngster warm in the winter, but how do they affect his sense of touch?

**You’ll need:** pillowcase, household objects (golf ball, small bouncy ball, cotton swab, pear, apple), gloves

**Here’s how:** Place the objects in the pillowcase. With the gloves on and his eyes closed, have your child remove the items, one by one. Each time, he should feel the object with his hands and say what he thinks it is. Record his guesses. Then, he could remove the gloves and, with his eyes closed again, repeat the experiment.

**What happens?** When he’s wearing gloves, it’s more difficult to feel the objects and harder to identify them.

**Why?** His skin is covered with touch receptors — tiny cells that send messages to his brain about what he’s touching. Those receptors are particularly sensitive in fingertips. When gloves cover the receptors, they hinder his sense of touch.

---

**A graph a week**

**Q & A**

**Q:** My daughter came home from school excited about how they had graphed the children’s birthday months. I thought it would be fun for her to graph things at home, too. What do you recommend?

**A:** Graphing at home is a great idea — you could even put your daughter in charge of a weekly family graph. Together, brainstorm what to graph, perhaps favorite types of books, top snack choices, or family traits like hair color or eye color. Help her write the ideas on slips of paper to keep in a jar. Each week, she can pull out one to use.

Then, she should list choices for the topic (say, fiction, nonfiction, and poetry for books) and survey family members. Encourage her to contact grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins, too — the more people, the more interesting her graphs will be.

Once she has her data, she can create her graph. She might draw a picture graph or make a bar graph. Let her display it and tell you all about her findings.

---

**Facts to 5**

With this delicious activity, your child will see all the different ways he can add to 5.

Give your youngster two different colors of food, such as green grapes and red grapes. How many ways can he use the grapes to “build” the number 5? For instance, he could put down 1 green grape and 4 red grapes. Help him write the equation to match (1 + 4 = 5).

**Idea:** Have your child try this activity for other numbers from 1 through 20. Instead of snacks, he could use different-colored toy cars and trucks or other playthings.